After The Fall Rwby Book 1
Thank you completely much for downloading after the fall rwby book 1.Most
likely you have knowledge that, people have look numerous times for their
favorite books past this after the fall rwby book 1, but end in the works in
harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good PDF as soon as a cup of coffee in the afternoon,
otherwise they juggled later some harmful virus inside their computer. after
the fall rwby book 1 is straightforward in our digital library an online right
of entry to it is set as public therefore you can download it instantly. Our
digital library saves in merged countries, allowing you to acquire the most
less latency time to download any of our books later this one. Merely said, the
after the fall rwby book 1 is universally compatible gone any devices to read.
Disney Hercules: Go The Distance Jen Calonita 2021-06-21
Bendy: The Illusion of Living Adrienne Kress 2021-02-02 Enter the mind of Joey
Drew in this exclusive memoir, sure to captivate fans of the hit horror video
games Bendy and the Ink Machine and Bendy and the Dark Revival!
The World of RWBY Daniel Wallace 2019-10-08 The official behind-the-scenes
guide to the acclaimed animated series. The definitive companion to the hit
animated series, The World of RWBY is the ultimate celebration of a pop-culture
phenomenon. Go behind the scenes with exclusive commentary from Rooster Teeth
and explore the show’s creation through in-depth interviews with the writers,
animators and voice artists. With comprehensive analysis of key characters and
iconic episodes, and showcasing stunning visuals from the series, this is the
must-have book for RWBY fans around the world.
Great Power, No Responsibility (Spider-Ham Original Graphic Novel) Steve Foxe
2021-09-28 Peter Porker, the Spectacular Spider-Ham (and breakout character
from Into the Spider-Verse), arrives in this all-new, original graphic novel
for younger readers! Experience a laugh-out-loud day in the life of Spider-Ham!
After long being derided by the citizens of New York, Spider-Ham has finally
been recognized for his outsized contribution to the city's safety, and
receives the key to the city from none other than the mayor (and, being a
cartoon universe, the key actually unlocks New York City's political and
financial institutions). Sure, it's just a publicity stunt for the beleaguered
mayor-and yeah, maybe every single other super hero was busy that day -- but an
award is an award! Of course, Spider-Ham isn't paying attention to the fine
print telling him he didn't actually get to keep the key, and he swings off
without returning the highly coveted oversized object. The next day, when the
mayor's office finally gets in touch to ask for the key back, Spider-Ham
realizes he must have dropped it sometime in the last 24 hours. YIKES. Now, our
notoriously empty-headed hero must retrace his steps from the past day,
following his own trail to discover where he dropped the key before it falls
into villainous hands. Did he lose it during a rooftop chase with the Black
Catfish? Drop it in the middle of a tussle with the Green Gobbler? Leave it
behind while visiting Croctor Strange's magic mansion? Accidentally store it
next to May Porker's vacuum cleaner? Who knows? You'll have to read to find
out! But one thing's for sure -- Great Power, No Responsibility is an actionafter-the-fall-rwby-book-1
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packed, hilarious adventure perfect for younger readers.
RWBY: Official Manga Anthology, Vol. 4 Various Edited by Haikasoru,Monty Oum
2019-02-19 These stories, ranging from silly to serious, all star Yang, Ruby's
fiercly loyal big sister with a stern but sensitive personality and tough-asnails battle skills (with attitude to match)! From a team of exciting new manga
artists comes the fourth volume in a series of short story collections
showcasing Ruby, Weiss, Blake and Yang! -- VIZ Media
After the Fall (How Humpty Dumpty Got Back Up Again) Dan Santat 2017-10-03
After falling off the wall, Humpty Dumpty is very afraid of climbing up again,
but is determined not to let fear stop him from being close to the birds.
Barbie Forever Robin Gerber 2019-09-24 Barbie Forever: Her Inspiration,
History, and Legacy presents a detailed, fully authorized portrait of this
beloved doll through all-new interviews, original sketches, vintage photos,
advertisements, and much more—including a foreword by Olympic fencing medalist
Ibtihaj Muhammad. A double-sided foldout timeline showcases important moments
in Barbie history. Explore how the doll came to be, what it takes to create one
of her many looks, and how her legacy continues to influence the world. Since
her debut in 1959, Barbie has been breaking boundaries and highlighting major
moments in art, fashion, and culture. She has been an interpreter of taste and
style in every historic period she has lived through and has reflected female
empowerment through the more than 200 careers she has embodied. Today, an
international icon, Barbie continues to spark imaginations and influence
conversations around the world. Barbie Forever is a vibrant celebration for the
"Barbie Girl" in all of us.
Fair Coin E. C. Myers 2016-12-15 A teenage boy discovers a coin that can change
his life with every flip in this Andre Norton Award–winning sci-fi fantasy for
young adult readers. Sixteen-year-old Ephraim Scott is horrified when he comes
home from school and finds his mother unconscious at the kitchen table,
clutching a bottle of pills. The reason for her suicide attempt is even more
disturbing: She had just identified Ephraim’s body at the morgue that day.
Among his dead double’s belongings, Ephraim finds a strange coin—one that
grants wishes when he flips it. With a flick of his thumb, he can turn his
alcoholic mother into a model parent or catch the eye of the girl he’s had a
crush on since second grade. But the coin doesn’t always change things for the
better. And a bad flip can destroy other people’s lives as easily as it
improves his own. Now Ephraim must learn to control the power of the coin
before his luck runs out. Winner of the 2012 Andre Norton Award for Outstanding
Young Adult Science Fiction/Fantasy Book Finalist of the 2013 Compton Crook
Award and 2013 British Fantasy Award for Best Newcomer (the Sydney J. Bounds
Award)
Bartholomew and the Oobleck Dr. Seuss 2013-11-05 Join Bartholomew Cubbins in
Dr. Seuss’s Caldecott Honor–winning picture book about a king’s magical mishap!
Bored with rain, sunshine, fog, and snow, King Derwin of Didd summons his royal
magicians to create something new and exciting to fall from the sky. What he
gets is a storm of sticky green goo called Oobleck—which soon wreaks havock all
over his kingdom! But with the assistance of the wise page boy Bartholomew, the
king (along with young readers) learns that the simplest words can sometimes
solve the stickiest problems.
Quantum Coin E. C. Myers 2012-10-23 The sequel to the exciting adventure spun
after-the-fall-rwby-book-1
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across parallel worlds! Ephraim thought his universe-hopping days were over.
He's done wishing for magic solutions to his problems; his quantum coin has
been powerless for almost a year, and he's settled into a normal life with his
girlfriend, Jena. But then an old friend crashes their senior prom: Zoe, Jena's
identical twin from a parallel world. Zoe's timing couldn't be worse. It turns
out that Ephraim's problems have just begun, and they're much more complicated
than his love life. The multiverse is at stake - and it might just be Ephraim's
fault. Ephraim, Jena, and Zoe embark on a mission across multiple worlds to
learn what's going wrong and how to stop it. They will have to draw on every
resource available and trust in alternate versions of themselves and their
friends before it's too late for all of them. If Ephraim and his companions can
put their many differences aside and learn to work together, they might have a
chance to save the multiverse. But ultimately, the solution may depend on how
much they're willing to sacrifice for the sake of humanity . . . and each
other. From the Hardcover edition.
Eva at the Beach: A Branches Book (Owl Diaries #14) Rebecca Elliott 2021-02-02
It's summertime and Eva Wingdale is going to the beach, in this New York Times
bestselling early chapter book series just-right for emerging readers! Pick a
book. Grow a Reader! This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book
line, Branches, aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text,
high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these
books will boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers
grow! Eva is visiting the beach with her best friend Lucy! They can't wait to
build sandcastles and make seashell necklaces. But Eva is secretly afraid to go
swimming because of the big fish -- like sharks! -- that live in the sea. After
Eva hears the "Legend of the Mermowls" and spots her classmate Sue in the
water, the sea doesn't seem so scary. Will Eva face her fears and maybe find
some magic at the beach, too? Rebecca Elliott's sweet text and full-color
artwork on every page bring this story to life for young readers!
Mac and Cheese Sarah Weeks 2010-10-12 When Macaroni sings a song, Cheese will
never sing along. Mac likes to jump and play and sing, But Cheese does not like
anything. Macaroni and Cheese are best friends, yet they couldn’t be more
different! Mac likes to pounce and bounce and jump, but Cheese just sits there
like a lump. But when Mac runs into a problem with a gust of wind, Cheese stops
being a grumpy grump long enough to help save his friend’s favorite hat.
Written in the style of P. D. Eastman’s classic Big Dog . . . Little Dog, this
modern-day alley-cat odd couple will delight beginning readers.
RWBY: Official Manga Anthology, Vol. 2 Various Edited by
2018-08-21 The heiress to the Schnee Dust Company is not
underestimate just because of her privileged background.
tough Weiss is—and how real. From a team of exciting new
the second volume in a series of short story collections
Weiss, Blake and Yang! -- VIZ Media
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RWBY (2019-) #3 Marguerite Bennett 2019-09-25 Yang Xiao Long's life drastically
changed after the attack on Beacon Academy. Now at home on the Island of Patch,
can Yang find a way to piece her life back together and how will helping around
town help her?
RWBY: The Official Manga, Vol. 1 Bunta Kinami 2020-07-21 Ruby knows she has the
talent to achieve her goal, but is she ready to clash with Weiss Schnee, a
fellow student and the haughty scion of the Schnee Dust Company? -- VIZ Media
after-the-fall-rwby-book-1
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Against All Silence E. C. Myers 2016-05-23 The action-packed follow up to The
Silence of Six, Max and his hacker friends reunite to expose a dangerous
corporate conspiracy in Europe.
Show Me a Sign Ann Clare LeZotte 2020-03-03 Don't miss the companion book, Set
Me Free Winner of the 2021 Schneider Family Book Award ∙NPR Best Books of 2020
∙Kirkus Reviews Best Books of 2020 ∙School Library Journal Best Books of 2020
∙New York Public Library Best Books of 2020 ∙Chicago Public Library Best Books
of 2020 ∙2020 Jane Addams Children's Book Award Finalist ∙2020 New England
Independent Booksellers Award Finalist Deaf author Ann Clare LeZotte weaves a
riveting story inspired by the true history of a thriving deaf community on
Martha's Vineyard in the early 19th century. This piercing exploration of
ableism, racism, and colonialism will inspire readers to examine core beliefs
and question what is considered normal. * "A must-read." -- Kirkus Reviews,
starred review "More than just a page-turner. Well researched and spare...
sensitive... relevant." -- Newbery Medalist, Meg Medina for the New York Times
"A triumph." -- Brian Selznick, creator of Wonderstruck and the Caldecott Award
winner, The Invention of Hugo Cabret * "Will enthrall readers, but her internal
journey...profound." -- The Horn Book, starred review * "Expertly
crafted...exceptionally written." -- School Library Journal, starred review *
"Engrossing." -- Publishers Weekly, starred review "This book blew me away." -Alex Gino, Stonewall Award-winning author of George "Spend time in Mary's
world. You'll be better for it." -- Erin Entrada Kelly, author of the Newbery
Award Winner, Hello, Universe Mary Lambert has always felt safe and protected
on her beloved island of Martha's Vineyard. Her great-great-grandfather was an
early English settler and the first deaf islander. Now, over a hundred years
later, many people there -- including Mary -- are deaf, and nearly everyone can
communicate in sign language. Mary has never felt isolated. She is proud of her
lineage. But recent events have delivered winds of change. Mary's brother died,
leaving her family shattered. Tensions over land disputes are mounting between
English settlers and the Wampanoag people. And a cunning young scientist has
arrived, hoping to discover the origin of the island's prevalent deafness. His
maniacal drive to find answers soon renders Mary a "live specimen" in a cruel
experiment. Her struggle to save herself is at the core of this penetrating and
poignant novel that probes our perceptions of ability and disability.
RWBY Shirow Miwa 2018-01-16 Ruby, Weiss, Blake and Yang are students at Beacon
Academy, learning to protect the world of Remnant from the fearsome Grimm! -VIZ Media
The Dark Unwinding Sharon Cameron 2012-09-01 From the award-winning author of
Rook comes a delicious and twisty tale, filled with spine-tingling intrigue,
juicy romance, and dangerous family secrets. When a rumor that her uncle is
squandering away the family fortune surfaces, Katharine Tulman is sent to his
estate to have him committed to an asylum. But instead of a lunatic, Katharine
discovers a genius inventor with his own set of childlike rules, who is
employing a village of nine hundred people rescued from the workhouses of
London. Katharine becomes torn between protecting her own livelihood and
preserving the peculiar community she grows to care for deeply -- a conflict
made more complicated by her developing feelings for her uncle's handsome
apprentice. As the mysteries of the estate begin to unravel, it is clear that
not only is her uncle's world at stake, but also the state of England as
Katharine knows it. With twists and turns at every corner, this extraordinary
adventure will captivate readers with its thrills and romance.
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RWBY: The Official Manga, Vol. 3 Bunta Kinami 2021-06-15 Roman Torchwick’s
plans have been laid bare, and now it’s up to Team RWBY to save the day! This
is everything they’ve been training for at Beacon Academy. Ruby is ready to
protect the people of Remnant from Torchwick’s machinations, and Weiss, Blake
and Yang are right by her side. The final volume is here, and Torchwick doesn’t
stand a chance! -- VIZ Media
Grumpy Unicorn Saves the World: A Graphic Novel Joey Spiotto 2021-07-20 Grumpy
Unicorn returns in this laugh-out-loud graphic novel! Grumpy Unicorn is back
home after hitting the road in his first graphic novel. There's nothing that
this Unicorn would love better than to just stay in, watch some TV, and veg
out. But when his house is dirty, Grumpy decides to buy a cool self-cleaning
robot... that due to a factory defect, is determined to conquer the world! It's
up to Grumpy to save the day in this hilarious, action-packed, ridiculous
adventure!
Alive After the Fall Alexander Cain 2020-11-20 Alive After the Fall - How to
Survive an EMP/HEMP Attack on the Power GridThis guide is a complete program
that gives you not only great strategies to survive catastrophes, nuclear and
chemical attacks.But also, to help you be a step ahead of the global enemy,
understand political and social signs, and never be caught off-guard.
RWBY: Official Manga Anthology, Vol. 3 Monty Oum 2018-11-20 Blake used to be a
freedom fighter for her people, suppressed by humans for years. She’s a
hero—but she's also a teen girl who just wants to fit in with her friends.
These stories highlight her awesome personality, from serious to silly. From a
team of exciting new manga artists comes the third volume in a series of short
story collections showcasing Ruby, Weiss, Blake and Yang! -- VIZ Media
RWBY: Official Manga Anthology, Vol. 5 Various Edited by Haikasoru,Monty Oum
2021-07-20 New short stories featuring Team JNPR! Team RWBY is not the only
group of Hunters and Huntresses in the world of Remnant! Get to know Jaune Arc,
Nora Valkyrie, Pyrrha Nikos and Lie Ren, one of the strongest—and most
fun—teams of Grimm Hunters in the hit series RWBY! From a team of exciting new
manga artists comes the fifth volume in a series of short story collections,
this time showcasing Team JNPR! -- VIZ Media
The Silence of Six E. C. Myers 2014-11-05 A high-stakes thrill ride through the
underground world of hacking and conspiracy.
This Book Is Anti-Racist Tiffany Jewell 2020-01-07 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
Featured by Oprah's Book Club on the Anti-Racist Books for Young Adults list
curated by bestselling author Jacqueline Woodson A USA TODAY Bestseller
Recommended by The Guardian, Time, Grazia, The Telegraph, Express, and The Sun
‘This is one for you, your neighbour, the children in your lives and especially
that ‘only slightly’ racist colleague… A guide to the history of racism and a
blueprint for change’ —The Guardian Who are you? What is racism? Where does it
come from? Why does it exist? What can you do to disrupt it? Learn about social
identities, the history of racism and resistance against it, and how you can
use your anti-racist lens and voice to move the world toward equity and
liberation. ‘In a racist society, it’s not enough to be non-racist—we must be
ANTI-RACIST.’ —Angela Davis Gain a deeper understanding of your anti-racist
self as you progress through 20 chapters that spark introspection, reveal the
origins of racism that we are still experiencing and give you the courage and
power to undo it. Each chapter builds on the previous one as you learn more
after-the-fall-rwby-book-1
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about yourself and racial oppression. 20 activities get you thinking and help
you grow with the knowledge. All you need is a pen and paper. Author Tiffany
Jewell, an anti-bias, anti-racist educator and activist, builds solidarity
beginning with the language she chooses – using gender neutral words to honour
everyone who reads the book. Illustrator Aurélia Durand brings the stories and
characters to life with kaleidoscopic vibrancy. After examining the concepts of
social identity, race, ethnicity and racism, learn about some of the ways
people of different races have been oppressed, from indigenous Americans and
Australians being sent to boarding school to be 'civilized' to a generation of
Caribbean immigrants once welcomed to the UK being threatened with deportation
by strict immigration laws. Find hope in stories of strength, love, joy and
revolution that are part of our history, too, with such figures as the former
slave Toussaint Louverture, who led a rebellion against white planters that
eventually led to Haiti’s independence, and Yuri Kochiyama, who, after spending
time in an internment camp for Japanese Americans during WWII, dedicated her
life to supporting political prisoners and advocating reparations for those
wrongfully interned. Learn language and phrases to interrupt and disrupt
racism. So, when you hear a microaggression or racial slur, you'll know how to
act next time. This book is written for EVERYONE who lives in this racialised
society—including the young person who doesn’t know how to speak up to the
racist adults in their life, the kid who has lost themself at times trying to
fit into the dominant culture, the children who have been harmed (physically
and emotionally) because no one stood up for them or they couldn’t stand up for
themselves and also for their families, teachers and administrators. With this
book, be empowered to actively defy racism and xenophobia to create a community
(large and small) that truly honours everyone.
The Girl with No Soul Adams Owen 2022-01-09 How do you find your soul mate when
you don't have a soul? Iris has a secret ... she is a soulless hollow. But when
she steals a ring from a lady of nobility, she is reunited with her Spark, the
first part of her soul. Iris must enlist the help of Evander, a young scholar,
to find out what happened to her.
After the Fall E. C. Myers 2019-06-25 In the future-fantasy world of RWBY,
Rooster Teeth's hit animated webseries, teens train to become warriors. Join
the fight in this epic official, original novel from EC Myers and RWBY's head
writers! Trouble is brewing . . . After Beacon Academy fell, Coco, Fox, Velvet,
and Yatsuhashi made a vow: No one else is getting left behind. It's been more
than a year since Team CFVY saw their school destroyed by the creatures of
Grimm, their friends felled in battle or scattered across the world of Remnant.
Since then, they've been settling into life at Shade Academy in Vacuo, fighting
hard to finish their training so they can find their friends and save their
world. When a distress message comes into Shade, asking for huntsmen and
huntresses to defend refugees from a never-ending stream of Grimm, Team CFVY
answers the call without hesitation. But in the heat of the desert, they're
forced to relive their former battles, both from the fall of Beacon and from
everything that came before. Don't miss this exclusive original story straight
from award-winning author E.C. Myers and RWBY's head writers, Kerry Shawcross
and Miles Luna!
RWBY (2019-) #1 Marguerite Bennett 2019-08-28 Discover the world of Remnant and
its wonderous Beacon Academy through the eyes of the incredible huntsmen team,
RWBY! Consisting of Ruby Rose, Weiss Schnee, Blake Belladonna, and Yang Xiao
Long, our intrepid heroes protect their world from monstrous threats known as
Grimm!
after-the-fall-rwby-book-1
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The Geography of Lost Things Jessica Brody 2018-10-02 In this romantic road
trip story perfect for fans of Sarah Dessen and Morgan Matson, a teen girl
discovers the value of ordinary objects while learning to forgive her absent
father. A lot can happen on the road from lost to found… Ali Collins doesn’t
have room in her life for clutter or complications. So when her estranged
father passes away and leaves her his only prized possession—a 1968 Firebird
convertible—Ali knows she won’t keep it. Not when it reminds her too much of
all her father’s unfulfilled promises. And especially not when a buyer three
hundred miles up the Pacific coast is offering enough money for the car to save
her childhood home from foreclosure. There’s only one problem, though. Ali has
no idea how to drive a stick shift. But her ex-boyfriend, Nico, does. The road
trip gets off to a horrible start, filled with unexpected detours, roadblocks,
and all the uncomfortable tension that comes with being trapped in a car with
your ex. But when Nico starts collecting items from the quirky strangers they
meet along the way, Ali starts to sense that these objects aren’t random.
Somehow they seem to be leading her to an unknown truth about her father. A
truth that will finally prove to Ali that some things—even broken things—are
worth saving.
RWBY: Official Manga Anthology, Vol. 1 Various Edited by Haikasoru,Monty Oum
2018-05-15 Ruby may be team leader, but she's got insecurities just like the
rest of us. In fact, her worries run deep. These stories show how Ruby
overcomes her shortcomings to be a true hero—and what drives her to do it! From
a team of exciting new manga artists comes the first volume in a series of
short story collections showcasing Ruby, Weiss, Blake and Yang! -- VIZ Media
RWBY Marguerite Bennett 2020-08-11 In a world rife with monsters known as
Grimm, the prestigious Beacon Academy trains the next generation of hunters.
Tying in with the hit Rooster Teeth web series RWBY, follow the adventures of
team RWBY, comprising bruiser Yang Xiao Long, elegant Weiss Schnee, stealthy
Blake Belladonna, and courageous leader Ruby Rose as they protect the world
from all manner of Grimm! Collects RWBY #1-7.
Pink and Say Patricia Polacco 1994-09-15 When Sheldon Russell Curtis told this
story to his daughter, Rosa, she kept every word in her heart and was to retell
it many times. I will tell it in Sheldon's own words as nearly as I can. He was
wounded in a fierce battle and left for dead in a pasture somewhere in Georgia
when Pinkus found him. Pinkus' skin was the color of polished mahogany, and he
was flying Union colors like the wounded boy, and he picked him up out of the
field and brought him to where the black soldier's mother, Moe Moe Bay, lived.
She had soft, gentle hands and cared for him and her Pink. But the two boys
were putting her in danger, two Union soldiers in Confederate territory! They
had to get back to their outfits. Scared and uncertain, the boys were faced
with a hard decision, and then marauding Confederate troops rode in. In this
Civil War story passed from great-grandfather to grandmother, to son, and
finally to the author-artist herself, Patricia Polacco once again celebrates
the shared humanity of the peoples of this world.
RWBY: The Official Manga, Vol. 2 Bunta Kinami 2021-03-16 Ruby’s first year at
Beacon Academy continues! Team RWBY has officially formed, and Ruby Rose is
their leader. While Roman Torchwick still lurks in the shadows, new forces
begin to move against Beacon Academy. Who are the White Fang, and what does
Blake know about them? -- VIZ Media
Fairy Tales of Remnant (RWBY) E. C. Myers 2020-09-15 Don't miss this gorgeous,
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gift-worthy collection of RWBY fairy tales, straight from the show writers and
E.C. Myers!
Princess Sophia Duleep Singh Sufiya Ahmed 2022-01-06 My Story: Princess Sophia
Duleep Singh - the thrilling story of the princess and suffragette. Born in
Britain to Indian and Egyptian parents, Princess Sophia Duleep Singh was a
prominent suffragette and campaigned for the women's right to vote. Explore
Sophia's incredible life with My Story. Perfect for any child wanting to learn
more about history's untold stories Great background reading for Key Stage 2 &
3 My Story: exciting stories with reliable and accurate historical detail
Experience history first-handwith My Story.
After the Fall: An AFK Book (RWBY #1) E. C. Myers 2019-06-25 In the futurefantasy world of RWBY, Rooster Teeth's hit animated webseries, teens train to
become warriors. Join the fight in this epic official, original novel from EC
Myers and RWBY's head writers! Trouble is brewing . . .After Beacon Academy
fell, Coco, Fox, Velvet, and Yatsuhashi made a vow: No one else is getting left
behind. It's been more than a year since Team CFVY saw their school destroyed
by the creatures of Grimm, their friends felled in battle or scattered across
the world of Remnant. Since then, they've been settling into life at Shade
Academy in Vacuo, fighting hard to finish their training so they can find their
friends and save their world.When a distress message comes into Shade, asking
for huntsmen and huntresses to defend refugees from a never-ending stream of
Grimm, Team CFVY answers the call without hesitation. But in the heat of the
desert, they're forced to relive their former battles, both from the fall of
Beacon and from everything that came before.Don't miss this exclusive original
story straight from award-winning author E.C. Myers and RWBY's head writers,
Kerry Shawcross and Miles Luna!
Storm Warning (gen:LOCK) Melissa Scott 2020-10-06 The first-ever auiobook for
gen:LOCK, the hit animated sci-fi series starring Michael B. Jordan, Dakota
Fanning, David Tennant, and Maisie Williams!
RWBY YA Novel #3: An AFK Book (RWBY #3) E. C. Myers 2021-09-07 In the futurefantasy world of RWBY, Rooster Teeth's hit animated webseries, teens train to
become warriors. Join the fight in this epic official original novel from E.C.
Myers and RWBY's head writers! Don't miss this exclusive, original story
straight from award-winning author E.C. Myers and RWBY's head writers, Kerry
Shawcross and Miles Luna!
Flying Over Water N. H. Senzai 2020-10-20 N.H. Senzai and Shannon Hitchcock
expertly craft the intersection of the lives of two girls-one, a Muslim fleeing
civil war, the other, an American from the South-as they are forced to examine
their beliefs and the true meaning of friendship in the midst of the
president's Muslim ban. Twelve-year-old Noura Alwan's family is granted asylum
in the United States, after spending two years in a Turkish refugee camp,
having fled war-torn Aleppo. They land in Tampa, Florida, on January 30, 2017,
just days after the president restricted entry into the US from nations with a
Muslim majority population.Twelve-year-old Jordyn Johnson is a record-breaking
swimmer, but hasn't swum well since her mom had a miscarriage during one of her
meets. Her family has volunteered to help the Alwan family through their
church. She knows very few people of Arab descent or who practice Islam.The
girls' lives intersect at Bayshore Middle School where Jordyn serves as the
Alwan children's school ambassador. Noura knows that her family is safe from
the civil unrest in her home country, but is not prepared for the adversity she
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now faces on American soil. Jordyn is sympathetic to Noura's situation, but
there are other members of their Florida community who see the refugees'
presence to be a threat to their way of life.While the president's Muslim ban
tests the resolve and faith of many, it is friendship that stands strong
against fear and hatred.Award winners N.H. Senzai and Shannon Hitchcock have
combined their talents to craft a heartrending Own Voices story told in dual
perspectives.
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